
Unorthodox Racing Underdrive Crank Pulley 

 
Where From: Caz Racing, Concept Z Perfromance, Perth Z Performance, TTZ 
Performance, Unique Autosports 
Price: $300+ 
Product Description: Replaces stock harmonic balancer, increases power by 
slowing down the accessories and reducing rotating mass (1KG as opposed to 
6KG). Drive belts need to be replaced by shorter items. 
Product Review By: Blipman 
 
I had what I believe to be the first or second under drive pulley in Australia way 
back in 2000 or so. At the time these were made by Unorthodox Racing, there are 
now a number of no name brand UD Crank Pulleys on eBay as well as some 
manufactured locally by GFB. While I would 'guess' that the no name pulleys are 
of lesser quality, in reality it's a chunk of metal so as long as it's properly 
balanced (which I can't comment on) I don't know if there is that much difference 
in quality. There have been reports some of the cheaper items have the base idle 
timing mark incorrectly positioned. 
 
I noticed an immediate improvement in response and power with the UD Crank 
Pulley installed, it's one of the best simple mods which I have done and would 
recommend it for everyone. TT owners will feel a bigger improvement than NA 
owners, but I've also heard NA owners say good things about it. 
 
There is some controversy that the installation of a UD Crank Pulley will reduce 
engine life because there is no harmonic balancer (piece of rubber), having seen 
these used for about 8 years now and cars with them clocking hundreds of 
thousands of km's I haven't seen any strong evidence that this is an issue. 
Unique Autosports sells light weight harmonic balancer, though it is more 
expensive and not as light than underdrive crank pulleys. If you do a search here 
or on twinturbo.net you can read a million peoples opinions on the matter. For 
me, I'd happily put on my next Z, I think it's a great mod. 
 
Ben 
 

http://www.aus300zx.com/forum/member.php?u=1

